We’d love to hear what you think about Release Notes…or
even if you don’t like it, so we can continue to get better!
Don’t forget we’re here to help! So, if something doesn’t make sense reach out to our
CAC Team. support@panviva.com
WE FIXED IT!

Notify Reviewers/ Approvers when a workflow concludes (3802)
What was happening?
When a document had multiple Reviewers / Approvers assigned, we weren’t sending the
right notifications to let them know when a workflow concluded. This meant some
reviewers or approvers may have received an error when they tried to save comments or
complete their review.
What do you need to do?
Let your Reviewers / Approvers know they will now see the following message when a
review concludes.

“Review/Approval has been completed or cancelled”
Scheduled workflow status not visible on ‘Workflow Status’ & ‘Scheduled Review’
status (9882)
What was happening?
When a document had an upcoming workflow scheduled, the status wasn’t visible on the
‘Workflow Status’ or ‘Scheduled Review’ section.
What do need to do?
Nothing at all, this issue is addressed in this release.

Jump button not working on second monitor (7911)
What was happening?
If you are using Internet Explorer you may have noticed the Jump button
properly.

not working

What do I need to do?
Nothing at all, this issue is addressed in this release.

Document locked for editing (3847)
What was happening?
Authors were locked out of editing documents. This happens when an end user clicks a
link within a document which was inserted as an Editor URL. The user would then be
redirected to the Welcome page as they do not have authoring permissions. However, the
document would be locked as a result, preventing other authors from editing the
document.
What do I need to do?
Nothing at all, the end user will still be redirected to the Welcome Page but the document
will no longer be locked as a result of end users accessing the link.

